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=Abstract=The clinical course of 122 patients with pancreatic cancer seen at Seoul Nation
al University Hospital were analysed dividing into two periods: 1975-78 and 1979-82.

In respect to the more imporved diagnostic tools such as ultrasonography(US) and com
puted tomography(CT), the sensitivity of US behind CT, as 65% for US and 90% for CT.

We didn't find any significant change of survival between two periods.
For the resectable cases we prefer Whipple's operation rather than total pancreatectomy,

because the latter produces more morbidity and no significant prologation of survival. We
did not routinely perform dual bypass procedure when doing bypass surgery in patients with
non-resectable tumor.

As for the prognostic factors, tumor size below 2 ern, negative capsular and major vessels
invasion showed a trend toward a good prognosis.
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INTRODUCTION

Pancreatic cancer has been increased slightly
in incidence but still ranks high in death rate. It
is also difficult to diagnose early enough to re
sect and, what is more, the prognosis is usually
guarded in spite of the development of various
modalities. On the other hand, operation for pan
creatic cancer produces high morbidity and mor
tality because of anatomical reasons.

Some surgeons have insisted _on palliative
surgery even for resectable cases (Crile 1970);
other surgeons have a more aggressive attitude,
i.e. wider excision of lesions, including major
vessels around the pancreas when they are in
voled by tumor (Fortner et al. 1984). Most
surgeons agree that resection provides the only
chance for cure and longer survival than pallia-
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tive surgery for the resectable tumors (Levin et
al. 1978; Longmire and Traverso 1981; Morrow
et a/.1984). For the unresectable cancers, che
motherapy and radiation treatment have been
used with slight increased survival (GITSG 1979).

We reviewed 122 cases of pancreatic cancer
operated upon at Seoul National University Hos
pital and analysed to see if improved diagnostic
techniques would increased the survival of pa
tients, and which operation would appropriate
for the pancreatic cancer according to each
stage. Finally, we tried to suggest several prog
nostic factors for the adequate surgical manage
ment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is a retrospective review of 122 cases
with exocrine carcinoma of the pancreas admit
ted and operated upon at Seoul National Uni
versity Hospital from 1975 to 1982. We divided
the cases into two groups, because we have
used ultrasonography and computed tomography
since 1979. Group A included 53 cases in the
period of 1975-78, and group B 69 cases in the
















